Stabilization of gold nanoparticles by 6-mercaptopurine monolayers. Effects of the solvent properties.
6-Mercaptopurine-coated gold nanoparticles (6MP-AuNPs) have been prepared by modification of the nanoparticle surface with 6MP upon displacement of the protective layer of citrate anions. The modification has been studied by UV-vis and FTIR spectroscopies. A study of the stability of these 6MP-AuNPs in aqueous solutions as a function of ionic strength and pH has shown the importance of the charges on the stabilization. The protonation of N9 of the 6MP molecules brings about a sudden flocculation phenomenon. However, the flocculation is reversible upon changing the pH to values where the molecules become newly charged. Evidence of the competence between the interaction of capping solvent molecules and the attractive forces between particles is also shown in this paper.